ABSTRACT Traditional level sets suffer from two major limitations: 1) unable to detect touching object boundaries and 2) segment partially occluded objects. In this paper, we present a model and simulation of a level set functional with unified knowledge of objects region, boundary, and shape models. The simulations of the proposed model were tested on high-speed videos of the train rolling stock for bogie part segmentation. The proposed model will resolve single-and multi-object segmentation of touching boundaries and partially occulted mechanical parts on a train bogie. Simulations on high-speed videos of four trains with 1 0720 frames have resulted in near perfect segmentation of 10 touching and occluded bogie parts. The proposed model performed better than the state-of-the-art level set segmentation models, showing faster and more accurate segmentations of moving mechanical parts in high-speed videos.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rolling stock examination (RSE) is a manual checking of bogie parts, when train is moving at 30KMPH, to identify accident causing defects. Here manual checking involves a team of 3 humans putting their trained eyes, ears and intelligence to the limits. Fig.1 shows the under carriage of a moving train called as bogie in Indian Railways. The system operates on all passenger trains at every train station across Indian subcontinent. Manual RSE safeguards trains from accidents while moving at high speeds. This work is a first step towards building a system to replace trained human eyes with high speed cameras and intelligence with processing algorithms.
The objective of this work is to develop a simulation for segmenting bogie parts of a moving train. A High speed (HS) camera captures the moving bogies at 240 frames per second in a bogie video log of a train. The segmented bogie parts from the video frames are further inspected for maintenance. The best model for extracting individual parts in closely packed images was snakes [1] . The second generation snakes called as active contours were the most researched convex segmentation algorithms on complex natural images [2] . Previous algorithms related to segmentation of bogie parts and identification used shape prior models with shape invariance concept [3] , [4] . In this work, we try to build on these algorithms to further improve the segmentation quality and speed.
There is a surge in computer vision based algorithms for human safety monitoring during transit. However, most of this research is on waterways, airways and roadways. Train rolling stock is one area that significantly dominates railway passenger safety, which is being monitored by humans 24 hours across the world with no or little automation. This work proposes to make inroads into this area by providing a vision based solution with multiple object detection algorithm on high speed video data. Largely, trains in Indian railways use fabbrica italiana de automobile torino (FIAT) train bogies and integral coach factory (ICF) bogies 1. Around 30% of the passenger trains use six operational models of FIAT and the remaining 70% of the Indian trains are fitted with ICF bogies, which are a trademark of Indian railway research board (IRRB) invention. Fig.1 shows the manual procedure followed for rolling stock examination with a train fitted with ICF bogie.
II. LITERATURE
Computer vision research is currently being driven by the software industry giants such as Google and Facebook. Research shows face recognition; image search; video compression and playback; deep learning algorithms are revenue generators for the tech sector companies. Vision research has made deep inroads into automobile with autonomous driving cars [5] , transportation monitoring [6] , structural quality assessment [7] , agricultural [8] and manufacturing [9] industry in the last two decades. Specialized cameras such as high speed, laser and hyperspectral cameras are being used extensively in video capture for monitoring and testing applications of mechanical moving parts.
Narayanaswami [10] postulates a vision on the future of transportation in urban environments. The ideas conversed in this work helps to understand the link between essence of technology for automation in transportation save time and finances by avoiding accidents. Inspired from this work, we propose to apply computer vision models for detecting moving bogie parts in a train bogie videos. There are only a handful of works in computer vision based rail safety research, which are related to track monitoring, ballast monitoring and a little on rolling stock monitoring.
Sabato and Niezrecki [11] uses 3D digital image correlation (DIC) algorithms to inspect railroad tyres and ballast. Two cameras at a specific displacement were mounted on a rail car moving at 60Kmph to produce a 3D image. Deformation of railway tracks was identified with 3D DIC and pattern projection algorithms. US Federal Railroad Administration data between the years 2005 and 2015 showed 16000 derailment due to track, ballast and rolling stock failure.
Automation of Rolling stock was important for railways around the world for cutting costs and saving trains from derailment. Computer vision processing is being studied for monitoring train rolling stock to identify defects in bogies or check the bogie part health after maintenance. Hart et al. [12] used multispectral imaging to extract bogie segments for inspection. They recorded both RGB videos and thermal videos of a moving train and processed the frames using panoramic representation and correlation. The focus was on detecting high temperature regions on the undercarriage parts such as brake shoes, Axel box, air conditioning blowers and wheel joints. Though, the work is of great use to rail companies, motion blur makes it difficult to identify non-heating parts from heating parts.
Kim and Kim [13] , transforms the rolling stock brake inspection problem into an image curve fitting problem. The methods developed use a pit hole setting on the undercarriage of the train to record bogie movements and use the cure fitting tools to identify brake configuration characteristics during train movement. The cost of the setup poses a big drawback for such a system to be implemented in real time. The patent from Sanchez-Revuelta and Gomez [14] , shows the use of computer vision for rolling stock examination which was two decades prior to our work. This patent says, artificial vison will be used to monitor rolling stock by mounting cameras on the train. The captured videos with a train mounted camera induces multiple levels of misalignments which increases the computation power for processing.
Kazanskiy and Popov [15] , proposed a vision based computer technology for rolling stock monitoring. This work integrates glare free lighting system, video compression models and structured lighting module to detect the presence of train on tracks to monitor rolling stock. The setup was close to making rolling stock automation a reality, despite the fact there is little mention on evaluating each bogie part for inspection. Freid et al. [16] provides an undercarriage arrangement with lighting and a camera for rolling stock video capturing. The algorithm uses simple edge detection models for extracting axle rod and measuring its temperature using a thermal camera. The model provides a good insight into the importance of the problem in automating rolling stock examination. Jarzebowicz and Judek [17] and Zhang [18] proposed a 3D reconstruction for monitoring contact strips and rolling stock wheel surfaces. These methods are effective as the 3D models perfectly reconstructs the surface defects in moving parts. These methods use a lot of computation time and energy for processing, as it is difficult to model all defective surfaces.
The literature shows quite a few state-of-the-art computer vision models for remote monitoring a train rolling stock. However, they all give models that does not include the mechanism for inspecting individual bogie parts. The aim of train rolling stock monitoring is to identify a non-performing part or a defective part that can be replaced in time to avoid accidents. Previously proposed models show little impact in this area. Hence, considering this gap in computer vision based rolling stock automation, we propose to use a highspeed video camera to capture moving bogies along with advanced state-of-the-art level set formulations to identify discrete bogie parts and their induced defects. The camera sensor records at 240fps in a wide-angle mode with a resolution of 640×480 pixels covering the entire bogie in one frame as shown in Fig.2 . The bogie parts segmentation is being formulated as a convex curve fitting problem with the prior knowledge of the shape, region and boundary of the bogie part.
Active contours and its versions such as level sets were used extensively in segmentation of images and video VOLUME 6, 2018 objects [19] , [20] . The active contours are either region based or boundary based models that mobilize a predefined contour towards the object boundaries. The boundary based approaches are forged by Geodesic as active contours based on gradient vector flow (GVF). These are reliable and fast [21] , [22] . However, their performance was limited by their ability to detect gradient edges of the objects in the image. In videos, object movement is being subjected to variations in speed, lighting, camera movements, touching object boundaries and occlusions due to moving objects. The strength of this model is susceptible for detecting and segmenting moving video objects. Most often the touching or overlapping video objects are segmented as a single object [3] . On the other hand, region based models depend on the color or texture attributes of an entire object region to form an energy function for the contour [23] . However, the Chan Vese model [24] , uses a level set energy minimization function based on Mumfordshah distance function [25] to force the contour towards the object region. However, the model suffers in the presence of background clutter, touching objects and occlusions. Moreover, both these models are computationally limited on high resolution images or video frames. They are also limited by initialization of contour on high resolution images and videos.
Combining shape, color and texture information of an object with the level set function as prior model has enhanced the model's suitability to segment objects in a wide variety of image applications [26] , [27] . Current generation of level sets can segment only one set of objects that are touching or overlapping on to one another accurately [3] . The train bogie as seen in Fig.2 , is a densely packed object space with touching and overlapping objects. It is required to detect connected bogie objects, as they must be in their positions during train movement. At the same time, each independent object segmentation determines its structural integrity. From the Indian railway rolling stock operational manual [28] , there are around 10 important and crucial things to be checked during rolling examination.
The basis for this work comes from two phase active contours developed by Chan Vese [29] , [30] based on difference between mean gray level intensities of the foreground and background. Kernel density estimation [31] and statistical shape model based [32] prior shapes were being used on a set of parametric curve evolutions to represent specific shapes.
This work proposes to segment single video objects and multiple touching objects separately, using the boundary, region, shape based level sets. The level set is evolved by minimizing the unified variational energy function. The novelty of this method is to segment touching and independent rolling stock objects with in a high-speed video frame simultaneously. Unlike our previous works [3] or related works [31] , [33] , the proposed framework will handle simultaneous segmentation of multiple video objects. Fig.2 gives the flow chart of the overall segmentation process. We show the usefulness of the proposed model in automating the train rolling stock examination process for better, faster condition monitoring to improve rail passenger safety. The rest of the paper is organized as: section 3 describes the proposed Level Sets. Results and discussion showing comparisons with other state-of-the-art models on our train rolling stock video datasets are being presented in section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
III. UNIFIED LEVEL SET FORMULATION
A video frame v (x, y, t) ∈ R N ×3 is a set of numbers in RGB color plane representing pixels at locations (x, y) in a frame t and v giving the intensity values of the pixels in the three planes. Here N is the size of the video frame. Each high-speed video frame v is represented as F v ∈ R 2 . The region of interest object in the video frame is modelled as a shape and boundary prior, which is then integrated with the region term to formulate the proposed level set model. In this section, we provide a description for each of these models, which are then unified to form an evolving level set energy functional.
Active Contour models were first introduced by Terzopoulos et al. [34] to model shape for image segmentation. Evolution of the equation in an active contour model is labelled as a snake and was familiarized by Kass et al. [35] . Let F XY AC → R 2 is observable curve which is controlled by a set of positive real numbers in a space holding 2D shapes. The subspace target is S : AC → R 2 , here S ⊂ F is a subset of an image. The energy function formulated for an image segmentation problem is defined as:
Here the snake energy is E S . The snake's internal energy is E I and the image energy is E F XY . The snake is positioned on the image frame at:
The internal energy E I , describes its twisting on the image and the E F XY , pushes the snake onto image boundaries in the 70370 VOLUME 6, 2018 twisted curve. The E I is defined as:
where ω (s) is the first order derivative of ω(s), which tracks curve length variations and α(s) provides degree of tightening in all directions. Correspondingly, ω (s) is the second order derivation of ω(s) with respect to s and β(s) normalizes movement of snake's boundary in the direction of the snake curvature. External image force is modelled as a magnitude of squared gradient function:
A
. SHAPE MODEL BASED LEVEL SET FORMULATION
In the first video frame, training shape is aligned at the same position, orientation and scale of the object in the frame. A shape prior model for each of the individual shapes is constructed using region based model. To align the object shape in the video frame, the training shapes are subjected to translation, rotation and scaling. A computationally simple shape training model P , which defines the Euclidean similarity transformation [36] (EST) as,
Where a , R and T are scaling, rotational and translation factors enabling the shape prior term to align with the object in the frame. These factors can be obtained as
where, A ref and A tar are areas of the shape prior and the target shape respectively. θ is the rotational angle between the shape prior and the target shape on its principle axis. T is the translation of centroid coordinates (x, y) of each pixel in the target shape and reference shape x ref , y ref .
The shape term for the level set function is a zero-level set of the same dimension as the original video frame. A signed distance function (SDF) encodes the shape contour distance to the nearest distance in shape space. Let E Shape defines the energy functional of the shape perimeter information for the active contour. This shape energy term computes the difference between the evolving level set φ and the zero-shape prior level set φ S . The prior shape level set is formulated as
where, is the initial contour space. Here, H gives the heaviside function and δ is dirac-delta function. To create a unique connection between its adjacent level set φ and a predefined shape model φ S , it is assumed that φ < 0, inside φ S , φ > 0, outside φ S and |φ| = 1 everywhere else. There are many ways to define this signed distance function [31] , [32] , out of which we use the most commonly used with constrains on rotation, scaling and translational properties. In this work we propose to use φ as the initial contour and φ S is the shape prior contour to compute level set area difference as in [36] . The above model recovers shape approximated to shape prior object by masking all non-familiar objects. This model recovers only one shape from multiple shapes of similar kind present in the frame.
B. BOUNDARY MODEL LEVEL SET
Boundary is formed by a closed set of points around the object of interest. The object boundary is represented as an edge function g calculated on the gradient of the video frame F x . The energy functional representing the object boundaries in the video frame is formulated as
where is the initial contour space. ∇F x gives the gradient matrix of the video frame. δ (φ) is the contour measured on φ = 0.
C. REGION MODEL LEVEL SET
The Chan Vese Level Set function [24] is the state-of-the-art region based level set model expressed arithmetically on a minimizing energy function defined by
In this above equation, the initial term points to the arc length arg min( , ) (ω 1 × l( )), which provides the consistency of throughout the curve evolution and l( ) is contour perimeter. The next term in (11) is a combination of integrals. The first integral force pushes the contour to the image objects and the next integral guarantees the differentiability of the contour . The integral is evaluated on the internal and external contour regions defined by I and E respectively.
D. UNIFIED LEVEL SET MODEL
In (11) the weights are the positive real numbers ω 1 , ω 2 ≥ 0. The level set is formulated using Mumford-shah distance function [24] as:
The Level Sets model considers area of the pixels inside and outside the contour given by (13) By using the level set models in [24] , we solve the minimization problems in (12) and the unified shape, boundary and region equation of the level set function as
Here heaviside function is H ( ). The unified level set in (14) is updated iteratively by minimizing the gradient descent model, defined to arrive at a minimum value for (x, y)
Here the pixel locations in the image are denoted as x and y. The delta function is δ( ) and iterative adaptations are initiated using the equations of (I ) and (E) as
E. MULTIPLE OBJECT SEGMENTATION WITH TOUCHING BOUNDARIES AND OCCLUSIONS
The level set equation in (15) can segment single object per frame. Its functionality is limited for multi object segmentation if there are inter object touching's, overlapping's and occlusions. To extend the proposed model into a multi object segmentation level set, we apply the method in [37] . Ali and Madabhushi [37] propose to segment multiple objects of same dimension and shape. However, in this work we propose to segment objects of various shapes found on the train bogie having different common boundaries among the 1 2 ..... k and mutually dependent events 1 2 ..... k = M ∈ R + . The expression for simultaneous segmentation of 2 objects with touching boundaries with respect to the given shape and boundary prior is solved by minimizing the energy functional
Where and denote the union and intersection of contours respectively. The last term will find the intersecting or touching boundaries and merge the intersecting region into the individual contours belonging to the object. This model can be extended to simultaneous segmentation of multiple objects with different shapes, provided shape and boundaries of the objects as prior information. For multiple objects the expression in (18) can be modified by increasing the value of 'k'.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATASETS
The level set build is tested for segmenting train rolling stock moving at 30Kmph in real time conditions. To capture entire bogie of the train, we employed a high speed 240 frames per second (fps) wide angle 52 • sports action camera. The camera module is installed near a railway station in India and 4 videos were recorded at different times of the day. This is done to test the effect of ambient lighting on the proposed segmentation model. Each train video is used in designing an experiment. In the final experiment, a defect was introduced deliberately using photo editing software and the defective frames were reinserted into the video sequence. The goal of 5 th experiment is to test the ability of the proposed segmentation model to segment the defective part without using a defective shape prior. This procedure is used to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm in identifying or segmenting defective pieces using unifying shape and boundary priors of a healthy part. Table 1 . shows the five experimental evaluations formulated on the following databases.
B. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION PARAMETERS
We qualitatively and quantitatively compared our proposed model against previously proposed models in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] . All these models were shape prior level set models. However, [3] and [4] consider rolling stock examination on the same dataset, whereas [32] and [33] are the state-of-theart two phase and multi-phase level set models with shape prior terms in their energy function. We solved all the models using Mumfordshah distance minimization framework used by Chan Vese model [24] . Experiments naming 1 to 5 are formed using the datasets 1 to 5 on the level set models proposed in this work and the works in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] .
C. BOGIE PART DETECTION: DETECTION SENSITIVITY (DS)
Detection sensitivity (DS) evaluates the strength of the proposed level set model to correctly detect the part from the cluttered bogie parts. This measure is computed from the true positive (TP) and false negative (FN). TP gives the number of times a bogie part is detected correctly provided the equivalent shape and boundary prior terms. FN is the number of times in all frames the bogie part is un -detected or misclassified as other part. DS is an important measure as we are using one shape and boundary prior model on all trains having ICF bogies in all ambient conditions. DS is given as
The DS value lies between 0 and 1.
D. TOUCHING BOUNDARY SENSITIVITY (TBS)
TBS quantity is calculated for measuring the model's ability to segment multiple objects of interest having touching boundaries or inter object occlusions. TBS is formulated as
NTBD is the number of touching boundaries detected correctly and TTB is the total number of touching boundaries. This measure characterizes the model's capability to correctly resolve touching object boundaries.
E. MEAN ABSOLUTE DISTANCE (MAD)
MAD measures the error between the segmented video frame and ground truth shape prior model with
Where, S O is the segmented output and GT is the ground truth obtained from an expert train engineer. Here n denotes the number of pixels in the segmented frame. This value measures the closeness of the segmented part with the absolute real part.
F. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS -MODEL SPEED (MS)
As condition monitoring happens in real time, it is advisable to test the level set model for its speed in producing the output. The MS is a measure giving the number of iterations or updates of φ 0 , the initial contour, during the program execution. This measure depends on CPU timing and memory constraints. However, the entire simulations were carried out on an 8GB RAM with GPU support without reducing the resolution of the frames to maintain quality.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Each 20-coach train consists of 40 bogies per train. However, the dataset is made of different trains with varying number of coaches. Hence, each train rolling capture produces a different number of bogie frames. For analysis, the bogie frames are separated from non-bogie frames by a simple density matching algorithm which extract bogie frames based on the pixel density in the image. For each bogie, the minimum number of frames obtained are 80. Total number of frames evaluated per train is given by, number of frames/bogie × number of bogies per train. Hence, each experiment used around 2000 bogie frames. 2. This is due to less ambient lighting which is affecting the contour propagation. Hence, more of the shape and boundary priors were used compared to the region parameters.
A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
The results for the dataset-2 on 4 different parts is shown in Fig.4 . The models superiority can be judged using the results of previous shape prior models reported in [3] and [4] shown in Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.2 respectively. The results displayed in Fig.4, Fig.5.1 and Fig.5 .2 aim to substantiate the strength of the proposed model in terms of detection and segmentation of a single bogie part. All the frames (910×512 resolution) used at different time stamps produced similar results with the proposed model. From the figures, the proposed model segments bogie parts exceptionally close to their ground truth models, where the boundaries have a close resemblance with actual object boundaries. Here the shape restriction avoids local edge minimums and the boundary constraints limits the contour from over segmentation. Fig.6 shows the 2 touching objects of interest in a train bogie frame. We demonstrate the simulation of (18) and its ability to segment multiple touching bogie parts in Fig.6 .
The number of iterations for the proposed Multi bogie part segmentation model is 40% lower compared to other models in literature and our proposed single object case. CPU time per iteration on 8GB RAM is around 0.78s for the multi bogie part segmentation and 1.6s for single part segmentation. For 10 bogie parts in the frame, the model is quite robust to iterations producing highly qualitative segments. Fig.7 shows the contour evolution along with the final 10 object TABLE 2. Average Dataset (DS) for each dataset with the proposed model(S) and the state of the art level set models in [4] , [3] , [32] , and [33] . TABLE 3. Average TBS for each dataset (DS) with the proposed model and the state of the art level set models in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] .
segments extracted from the proposed multi object segmentation model. For clarity, each local contour is shown in different color. All these contours are united to form the initial zero level set. Each segment can be extracted from thresholding the individual evolved level sets.
The structural condition of each extracted bogie object can be tested against the GT models for bogie part health detection. Each extracted level set becomes a shape and boundary prior model to the next corresponding frame. This model is advantageous as only one set of parts per train are required during evaluation of the proposed model on the entire train. Fig.8 shows the proposed model on a defective right spring suspension. The broken spring is modelled with a crack created in photoshop as we could not find one during data acquisition. Single contour model is used to check its robustness in segmenting defective spring bogie part with the healthy shape and boundary priors. Multiple object segmentation model with different shapes is limited by its ability to segment parts whose shape prior models are available. However, for defective part segmentation with non-defective shape priors is an over segmentation problem. In the multiple case, each contour is regularized by using α from (6) to stop the segmentation process. The number of iterations to attract contour towards the finer cracks has augmented, based on the dimension of the cracks. In Fig.8 , each defective part has taken around 80 iterations to reach the critical segmentation output.
B. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Quantitative results present a performance evaluation of the proposed level set model against the previous models in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] . These results show an improved performance of the proposed region, shape and boundary level set model against the shape prior models in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] . Table 2 gives the average detection sensitivity (ADS) of the segmentation algorithms on a set of 2000 frames of one bogie. The values listed in Table 2 shows the accuracy of the proposed model against other models for single contour case. Proposed model(S) is a single object segmentation model. 6. Two touching contour evolution with 3D final level set and its object segments.
FIGURE 7.
Two touching contour evolution with 3D final level set and its object segments. Table 3 , gives the touching boundary sensitivity (TBS) of the level set functional in segmenting multiple objects at a time. The results show robustness of the proposed multi object segmentation level set with multiple shape areas with touching and occluding boundaries over the previous models.
Proposed model(M) is the segmentation of multiple objects of interest.
Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) values for 2000 dataset sample video frames for each of the segmentation models is computed. The MAD values of our model are less than TABLE 4. Average MAD computed with the proposed model and the state of the art level set models in [3] , [4] , [33] and [32] . Table 4 . The proposed model (M) gives segmentation of bogie parts closer to GT model compared to other similar class models.
Since the described application in this work is time sensitive, we intend to test the proposed model's speed with the CPU time consumed for segmenting the objects of interest. This is calculated based on the number of iterations per object segmentation model. Compared to single object segmentation models, multiple object segmentations registered 40% less number of iterations to reach the desired segmentation. Fig.9 shows the plot of averaged segmentation times for 2000 frames per bogie part, i.e. 40 bogies of a train with the tested algorithms. The proposed multiple object level set model has worked faster in segmenting the desired bogie parts compared to the other 4 models.
A final comparison of extracted bogie parts in [3] , [4] , [32] , and [33] with the proposed segmentation models is presented in Fig.10 . The results reflect the improvement in robustness of the proposed model against the remaining models. [4] , ISP_LS [3] , MPDM [33] , JOSP_LS [32] and the proposed model level set.
The proposed region, boundary and shape based multi object level sets have shown in significant improvement in all performace parameters.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents a novel segmentation model based on region, boundary and shape prior level sets with application to real time moving object detection and segmentation. We further improve the model to detect and segment touching and occluding object boundaries having different shapes at a time. The over segmentation in this case is handled effectively by stopping the evolving level set using the area ration between the object boundaries. The results reflect that our proposed model is accurate compared to traditional state of the art shape prior models. The ability of our algorithm in detecting and segmenting multiple bogie parts accurately may be useful in developing automated conditioning monitoring models for train rolling stock examination. The algorithm can also be used to define the relationship between bogie parts and their binding force.
